
cardiovascular surgery, and then practiced that medical 

specialty for seven years.

The events that led him to become a leader in hair 

restoration began one evening in 2000 when Ilter and his 

wife hosted a physician friend of theirs for dinner at their 

home. After the meal, the friend asked Ilter whether they 

could talk in private. When they went to Ilter’s study, the 

friend, deeply distressed, showed Ilter the results of a very 

bad hair restoration procedure he had recently undergone. 

Ilter recalls, “He was desperately upset, and he asked me 

whether from my own plastic surgery background or 

through friends who were plastic surgeons I might be able 

to fi nd some way, any way, of helping him.”
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D
r. Demir Ilter, is widely recognized today as 

one of the world’s leading hair restoration 

experts. Guided by his deep compassion 

and intense curiosity, he was just six years 

old when he decided that he wanted to 

become a plastic surgeon after witnessing the eff ects 

of a disfi guring injury on one of his young playmates. 

“Everyone in my family was a doctor,” he says, “so it wasn’t 

surprising that I identifi ed a medical career for myself, but I 

really wanted to study plastic surgery to learn how to help 

people have better lives after traumatic injuries.”

He succeeded in that ambition, becoming a physician 

and practicing plastic surgery for several years. Then one 

day, as he was in an intensive care ward checking a burn 

victim’s skin grafts, the patient in the next bed developed 

severe heart problems. A cardiovascular surgeon rushed 

in, and Dr. Ilter watched as that other doctor opened 

the patient’s chest and saved his life. “That was such an 

amazing experience,” Ilter recalls, “I felt I had to learn more 

about it.” He committed himself to studying and mastering 



Finding the Best Method

His wife remembers: “After his friend left that night, 

Demir was too upset to sleep. He told me he wanted to 

stay up and see what he could fi nd on the Internet to help 

his friend. Then he woke me at fi ve o’clock in the morning, 

very excited, waving some printed pages and saying ‘I 

think I’ve found it!’ ”

What Ilter had found was a hair-restoration method, 

pioneered by Japanese doctors in the 1930s and 1940s, 

that had been largely forgotten when the Second World 

War intervened and now was being revived by a small 

handful of highly-skilled practitioners. Called Follicular 

Unit Extraction (FUE for short), Ilter quickly realized its vast 

superiority to the most common technique – the one that 

had been used on his friend – which is often referred to as 

the strip method.

In the strip method, patches of hair-bearing skin are 

removed with a scalpel from a donor area, sectioned 

into smaller groups of follicles, and inserted into the 

scalp. Among other things, that procedure often leaves 

a substantial scar in the donor area, can require an 

uncomfortably long recovery period, and may result in 

permanent numbness. 

With the FUE method, individual hair follicles are removed 

from the donor area and placed into the scalp. No scalpel 

or suturing is involved, so FUE almost never leaves a visible 

scar, requires virtually no recovery time, and is completely 

free from other side eff ects such as numbness. FUE also 

allows the restoration surgeon to place individual grafts 

in a more natural, more aesthetically satisfying way than 

the strip method. This is particularly critical at the hairline: 

Smaller FUE grafts are much better at creating a natural 

appearance than traditional strip grafts containing larger 

numbers of follicles, thereby avoiding the “doll’s hair” look 

traditionally associated with hair restoration in the past.

Regained Lives

Ilter quickly recognized that mastering the FUE process 

would enable him to combine the aesthetic awareness he had 

honed as a plastic surgeon with the microsurgery skills he 

had developed in his cardiovascular practice. And, as 

he had felt compassion for that disfi gured youngster 

many years before and for his distressed friend 

more recently, he saw that hair restoration 

could become an important outlet for his 

desire to help and serve others. “Some 

people question my changing careers from 

heart surgery to hair restoration,” he says, 

“but they don’t realize the damage that 

hair loss can cause in the lives of many 

men and women.” 

With Dr. Ilter's method,

no scalpel or suturing is involved,

so it almost never leaves a visible scar,

requires virtually no recovery time,

and is completely free from side

effects such as numbness.



One of Ilter’s clients describes his 

concerns about his increasing baldness 

as creating a “self-established isolation 

of shame.” Another client, Matt Chapman, 

tells of constantly wearing baseball caps and 

avoiding having his photograph taken because 

of what he calls “the horrible hair islands” 

he developed at the age of 27. Television 

reporter Thor Jonsson says that as his baldness 

developed he couldn’t comb his hair without 

repeatedly checking to see whether he had 

disguised his hair loss. “I would sit in the TV studio 

dreading that a camera angle would catch something 

embarrassing to me,” he recounts.

Today Jonsson says, “I’m feeling good and secure and 

it’s amazing how fast you forget how self-conscious you 

were only a few months ago. In a sense, I got my life back.” 

Chapman says, “I got two things back from Dr. Ilter – my 

hair and my self-confi dence.” 

Women make up about ten percent of Ilter’s clients. One 

female client recounted her experience with hair that was 

severely damaged by a hairdresser, followed by several 

years of unsatisfactory restoration procedures. After two 

sessions with Dr. Ilter she declares, “These wonderful and 

unbelievably competent people have saved me! I feel more 

beautiful then ever. I have got my self confi dence back and 

I’m really happy and thankful.” 

Learning the Best, Then Making It Better

Learning FUE required sacrifi ce, discipline, and earnest 

commitment from Dr. Ilter, who was motivated by the 

challenge of becoming one of a handful of experts using 

this superior technique. To quickly save the money he 

would need to care for his family while he studied and 

mastered FUE (he and his wife, Ásdís Arnbjörnsdottir, have 

three children), he worked for over a year as an emergency-

room doctor in the remotest parts of Scandinavia, where 

physicians are paid premium wages. Once he had fi nancial 

reserves in place, he made many trips abroad to learn 

from the best FUE practitioners and master all aspects 

of this superior restoration method. Almost three years 

elapsed between the time Ilter’s friend had asked him for 

help and the day Ilter opened his own restoration clinic 

in Stockholm in 2003. The Ilter Clinic was the fi rst clinic in 

Europe to exclusively use the FUE method.

FUE is virtually painless and requires only a mild local 

anesthetic. During the procedure, Dr Ilter spends many 

hours with clients, performing up to three thousand 

precise grafts in a single day. The process is comfortable for 

the clients, who sit in a specially designed chair watching 

DVDs or listening to music and can take breaks whenever 

they want.

FUE is painless and requires only

a mild anesthetic. The process is

comfortable; clients can watch DVD’s,

listen to music and take breaks

whenever they want.



Client Matt Chapman observes, “With Dr. Ilter and his 

staff , you never feel stupid asking questions and you are 

always involved in everything that is happening, such as 

positioning hairs and designing the hairline. I’d imagine 

they operate on a number of celebrities as well as ordinary 

Joes, but they treat everyone with the greatest respect. 

Because they only operate on one patient per day, you are 

always the center of attention.”

“I loved this work from the beginning,” Ilter says. “I get 

to know my clients very well, starting with the initial 

consultation, and then we both get to watch their 

appearance changing dramatically over the coming 

months.” A typical client wrote Ilter’s clinic to say, “Demir 

and the others, you gave me very professional, amazing 

service since the beginning. You made me feel not like just 

a patient, but a close friend.”

Ilter’s commitment to serving his clients and his insistent 

curiosity still urged him forward, looking for ways to 

advance his craft. He developed and perfected the method 

now known as FUE ILTER METHOD (FUE IM), in which a 

smaller-diameter implement is used for extracting and 

inserting the follicular units. Healing time and scarring are 

further reduced with this new method.

“I believe in the ancient physicians’ credo, ‘First, do no 

harm,’ ” Ilter says. “The less trauma, the better. I also think 

it’s crucial to keep advancing this profession, lifting it up.” 

“It all started for me in 1992, when I was twenty-

two years old and my entire frontal hairline was 

badly damaged in an accident at the hairdresser 

while I was having a perm. As a result, I lost approximately 

one centimeter of my hairline all around my forehead. 

“I was utterly devastated. I could not believe that my hair 

was gone and I would be forced to hide the fact by having 

a fringe, or my hair styled forward, for the rest of my life.

“A few years later, I chanced upon the world of hair 

restoration and contacted a clinic in Stockholm for an 

operation. The results were a disappointment, to say the 

least. The transplanted area looked thin, with unnatural-

looking tufts of hair that poked out at weird angles. In 

desperation I went through two further operations without 

improvement. And to make matters worse, the scarring 

made it look even thinner than it had looked before.

“Then in 2004, I got in contact with the Ilter Clinic. My 

fi rst impression was how sympathetic and understanding 

they were. I immediately got the feeling that they really 

cared and would do everything they could to help me. 

Their unbelievably professional, serious, and modern 

way of working was truly lit up by the team’s warmth and 

empathy toward me.

“Dr. Ilter decided to transplant two thousand hairs. The 

results looked natural and the density increased more than 

I ever dared to hope for. I underwent another procedure at 

the IlterClinic in 2006 just to make the hairline even more 

perfect.

“These wonderful and unbelievably competent people 

have saved me! I’m now thirty-eight years old and I feel 

more beautiful then ever. I have got my self-confi dence 

back and I’m really happy and thankful.”

*Patient requested her name not be used to account her experience.

From botched to beautifulFrom botched to beautiful
One woman’s story of renewed confidenceOne woman’s story of renewed confidence
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Smaller tools, in the hands of this skilled and experienced 
physician, yield many benefi ts for Ilter’s clients. First, hair 
density can be maximized because hairs can be placed 
closer to each other; this is called “dense packing.” Second, 

smaller incisions create even 
less trauma to the scalp, so 
discomfort is further reduced 
and the healing process is 
further expedited. Third, the 
smaller tools enable Ilter to 
capture hairs more precisely in 
the center of his instruments so 
that each implanted hair goes 
exactly where it is intended, 
permitting the ultimate in reliably 
undetectable and aesthetically 
successful hair restoration.

Today the principal factor 
in successful hair restoration 
when performed by a skilled 
and committed FUE expert is 
the amount of hair available 
from the donor area. Some 
scientists are experimenting 
with cloning technologies that 
might eventually allow for 
unlimited supplies of donor hair, 
but a practical breakthrough 
in that area is considered to be 
many years away – and the skill 
of the restoration physician in 
implanting such follicles will still 

determine how successful the restoration is. Today and 
into the foreseeable future, FUE IM represents the state 
of the art in the progression of the dynamic fi eld of hair 
restoration.

The earliest modern hair restoration strategies were 
implemented in the early 1950s, when “plugs” of hair, 
about the size of a pencil eraser and containing as 

many as twenty individual hairs, were removed from donor 
areas and implanted into the scalp. 
The discovery that hair removed 
from one area would fl ourish and 
retain its original characteristics in 
a new location formed the basis 
for all succeeding hair restoration 
strategies. 

Even as recently as the 1990s, 
hair plugs were still the most 
common form of hair restoration. 
Their unnatural appearance 
created an impression about hair 
restoration that is completely 
inaccurate today, but still lives on 
in the minds of many potential 
restoration clients. As a US 
dermatologist told the New York 
Times in 2004, “The big problem 
we’ve had to overcome is thirty 
years of plugs. You mention hair 
transplantation to the guy on the 
street, and the fi rst image that’s 
going to come to him is the plug.” 

The strip method described 
in this article was an advance 
on plugs, and follicular unit 
extraction (FUE) has proven to 
be a substantial advance on the 
strip method. Over the years, the instruments used by FUE 
practitioners to extract and implant hair follicles have been 
reduced in size by from over two millimeters to the smallest 
ones, just six-tenths of a millimeter, pioneered by Dr. Ilter. 

Dramatic before and after photos show the amazing 
transformation of one patient using the FUE Ilter 
Method of hair restoration.

A Brief History ofA Brief History of
Modern Hair RestorationModern Hair Restoration

FUE ILTER METHOD represents a major advancement in the rapidFUE ILTER METHOD represents a major advancement in the rapid
development of hair restoration technology in the past decades.development of hair restoration technology in the past decades.
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“The results are fantastic, natural, and met my 

expectations completely,” says Thor Jonsson. “I would 

choose FUE IM eleven times out of ten,” enthuses Matt 

Chapman. “It is simply the best method on the market.”

The payoff  for years of compassion, commitment, and 

intellectual curiosity occurs not only in the hands and 

mind of the skillful Dr. Demir Ilter; he experiences it in his 

soul, too, as his clients regain the confi dence and vitality 

that hair loss had taken from them.

“Frankly,” he adds, “there are some people doing restoration 

out there who are more interested in money than they 

are in their clients’ welfare. That’s cruel to the clients and 

harmful to the many of us who see this profession as a way 

to truly serve others. The client should always be at the 

center of what we do.”

The Payoff  for Passion, Commitment, 

and Curiosity

Judging from clients’ testimonials, Dr. Ilter is practicing 

exactly what he preaches. One wrote, “I never felt even a 

suggestion of pain and all the staff , with Dr Demir at their 

head, showed unbelievable professionalism as they kept 

me constantly informed of what to expect as well as asking 

if I had any special wishes as their client.”

Another client enthused, “You can see an unbelievable 

diff erence – a really natural and harmonious appearance. 

This is a result I could only dream of before I came in contact 

with the Ilter Clinic and the FUE IM method. A gigantic thank 

you to you all, Dr Demir and his team. And the unbelievably 

nice follow-up and contact you wanted after the operation, 

to see the results and see how I was feeling, cannot be 

expressed in any other way than that I recommend this 

clinic, the Ilter Clinic, to everyone who is looking for this type 

of desired treatment. A thousand thanks for everything.”

Dr Demir Ilter is currently practicing from his clinic in 
Stockholm, Sweden and is a member of the Swedish, 
Belgian, Norwegian and Icelandic medical associations 
and is licensed to practice as a doctor in the four countries. 
Visit IlterClinic.com for more information.
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Phone: +46 8 756 00 55Phone: +46 8 756 00 55
E-mail: info@ilterclinic.comE-mail: info@ilterclinic.com
Web: IlterClinic.comWeb: IlterClinic.com

The ILTER CLINIC is a private and exclusive practice located in an elegant villa withThe ILTER CLINIC is a private and exclusive practice located in an elegant villa with

fantastic views overlooking the famous Stockholm archipelago. With strategic partnershipsfantastic views overlooking the famous Stockholm archipelago. With strategic partnerships

with leading hotels, we offer an arrangement of lifestyle and wellness packages to ensurewith leading hotels, we offer an arrangement of lifestyle and wellness packages to ensure

your stay in Stockholm is an unforgettable experience.your stay in Stockholm is an unforgettable experience.

The ILTER CLINIC is the only practice in the world specializing in, and working exclusivelyThe ILTER CLINIC is the only practice in the world specializing in, and working exclusively

with FUE IM. Dr. Ilter only ever treats one client per day so you are guaranteed ourwith FUE IM. Dr. Ilter only ever treats one client per day so you are guaranteed our

undivided, pampered attention. Call us today for a free consultation.undivided, pampered attention. Call us today for a free consultation.

Member of International Hair Restoration Surgery,
European Hair Restoration Surgery and
The Swedish Medical Association

Member of International Hair Restoration Surgery,
European Hair Restoration Surgery and
The Swedish Medical Association
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When you have decided that hair restoration is an 

option you wish to pursue, there are several in-

quiries that will help you fi nd the physician who 

is right for you. 

A word of caution: It is possible to 

acquire much general information 

from the Internet, where there are 

tens of thousands of sites dedicated 

to hair restoration – but unscrupu-

lous practitioners will sometimes 

post false or misleading negative 

remarks about other physicians on 

discussion boards to discredit their 

competitors. With careful reading, 

the Internet can be a good source 

for general information, but it is 

best to conduct fi rst-hand personal 

investigation when choosing the 

person whose skills will determine 

your appearance.

First, understand the alternative 

methods of hair restoration and con-

sider which one seems best to you. Although strip method 

restoration can be less costly than FUE-type restoration, 

there are tradeoff s to be weighed regarding appearance, 

comfort, and reliability.

Then investigate individual physicians. Virtually all hair 

restoration practices have websites that will provide you 

with before-and-after photographs, testimonials, and a 

general feel for the clinic environ-

ment. Since these are all likely to 

be presented positively, request ad-

ditional information, such as previ-

ous clients you can actually talk to. 

Be persistent, and if you feel that 

responses are evasive or unsatisfac-

tory in any way, trust your instincts.

Determine your comfort level with 

the physician who will be performing 

your restoration. Ultimately, it is his or 

her individual skill and commitment 

that will determine the success of 

your procedure. Does he truly under-

stand your reasons for wanting resto-

ration and your expectations for the 

outcome? Does he honestly com-

municate to you about the prospects 

for achieving what you hope for? Are 

all your questions satisfactorily answered? Will you receive 

conscientious, courteous follow-up?

Proceed only when you are confi dent that you have 

made the best choice for you. IC

Selecting a SpecialistHair RestorationSelecting a SpecialistHair Restoration

Virtually all hair restoration practices have 
websites that will provide you with before-
and-after photographs, testimonials, and 
a general feel for the clinic environment. 
Careful investigation will help you avoid 
unscrupulous practitioners.


